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IN TH MATIER OF CALIFORNI PACIFIC MEDJCAL GROUP, INC. DBA

BROWN AND TOLAND MEDICAL GROUP, A CORPORATION.

FTC Docket No. 9306

COMMENTS OF CITIZENS FOR VOLUNARY TRADE

Proposed Consent Order Anounced February 9, 2004-
Comments Filed Maxch 10, 2004

Pursuant to 16 c.P.R. S 3.25(f) and the Federal Trade
Commsion' 5 publication of a proposed consent agreement in the
above-captioned matterl, Gtizens for Voluntar Trade, a Virgia
nonprofit corporation, files the follo-wing comments.

Relevant Facts

An independent practice association, or IP A,. is a group of
physician and other health care providers, indudin,g hospitals
who contract with a manged care organzation, such as a health
maitenance organiation (HMO) to provide services for managed
care subscribers. Some IP As shae financial risk among its
physicia members, whie others do not.

In 1992 four San Francisco II As merged into a 692-member IP 
caled Californa Pacific Medical Group (CPMG). By 1996, CPMG'
patient base induded about 135,000 subscribers. In August 1996,
CPMG' s members, all private practice physician, merged with the
University of California at San Francisco Medical Group, who were
doctors employed by that unversity s hospital. The new IP A
caled Brown & Toland Medical Group (BTMG), began operatig in
1997 and included contracts with 14 HMOs representing about
178,000 subscribers. BTMG' 5 network was composed of about equal
numbers of private-practice and UCSF physician.

169 Fed- Reg. 7,45-7,488 (Feb. 17, 2004).
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The 1996 merger res ted in BTMG assuming control of UCSF' 
maagement organation, which handled services such as bil
processing, filng reports, and payig member physician their fees.
BTMG converted this management organzation into a for-profit
entity in .1997, but ths ventue quickly ran into fiancial trouble.
BTMG had difculty fincing its for:'profit organation, how-ever,
and the IPA in.curred a $4.5 m.Iion loss in October 1998. UCSF
Stanford Health Care CeDter, the hospital employig BTMG'
members, reportedly covered their physician for losses related to
ths incident, an amount estimated at about $1 :mon. BTMG ha.s
since reduced the scope of its management organization, and
BTMG clai it is no longer losing money. BTMG's reported 2002
revenue was $189 mion.

In recent years, Californa consumers have left HMOs in favor
of other types of managed care organations, Dr. Kevin Grumbach,
a UCsF professor and diector of the Center for California Health
Workforce Studies, described the change in the, managed care
climate in a December 2002 surey: "Californa led the natlon
chage into maaged care. Our study of the state s physician tells
us that California has noW" sounded the retreat . Private

physician are startig to abandon HJOs, IP As aDd maaged care
networks 2 One place physicians. starled going was preferred-
provide organizations, or PPOs-

BTMG offered a traditional :HO product, but when those
revenues began to decline in the late 19908, the IPA began to offer a
PPO product as welL PPOs allow individual consumers to choose
from among mu,ltiple physicians withi a network, whie
physicians receive a discounted fee for each patient treated. Many
businesses that in ure their employees prefer the PPO model
because it is subject to less regulatory requirements than HMOs,
and specifc benefits can be added or dropped to control costs.

Because BTMG includes more than 1 500 providers, in.cuding
about 650 il its PPO network, the FTC opened a formal
investigation in 2002 to determe whether or not the PPO network
complied with federal antitrust laws. Afer several months of
negotiations, the FTC decided to file an admitrative complait
against BTMG in July 2003, charging the IP A with violatig 5 of

2" Caorn Physician are Dropping Out of Mang2d Care, Accordig to UCSF
Researchrs. Available at 
htt://ww -futute. alftLucsL2du/ prE$sJlle"1ses/ CWdroppingouthtt (December 2,
2002).
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the Federal Trade Commssion Act, "Which generally prohibits
unai methods of competition.

The FTC's complait alleged that BTMG's PPO network Was
realty, a scheme to collectively.f and raise the prices for physician
services in the San Francisco market. Under a 1993 FTC policYr any
joint contractig by physician with thd-par payers is generaly
condemned as an antitrst violation, uness certai criteria are met
regarding a groups' structure and bu.siness operations. BTMG
intialy rejected the FTC's arguent, claig the PPO was
designed expressly to comply with federal antitrust policy.

In December 2003, BTMG and the FTC withdrew ths case from
adjudication, and opted to sette on term favorable to the
Commssion. The proposed order now before the FTC prevents
BTMG from jointly contractig with any thid-par payer or
inurer without the prior consent of the FTC. The proposed order
states any future joint contractig by BTMG must be accompaned
by signficant poolig of financial risk or clincal integra'pon. The
FTC claim the proposed order 'Wll restore competition and lower
consumer pnces.

CVT s Standard of Analysis
Citizens for Voluntar Trade is a nonprofit, nonpartisa

educationa organation that analyzes antiust and competition
laws from a pro-reason, pro-capitalism perspective. CV seeks to
expand the general public s understanding of these laws by
providing meangfu context to individual cases, such as ths one
where the rights of businesses are adjudicated in an admstrative
settg outside the courts and the marketplace. Ou anysis serves
both as an intelIectual check on the work of the Federal Trade
Commssion, and as a means of applying the ethical values of
reason, individual rights, and capitalism to contemporar publicpolicy issues. 

In analyzig the proposed order, CV applies a standard of
analysis consistent with our pro-reason, pro-capitalsm approach to
public policy. This means three thgs. First, we presume reason is

s only mean of know-ledge, and thus ;(eason is the only
objective standard for determg ethcal values. Second
consistent with a reason-based epistemology and ethcs, 
presume men do not have the right to intiate force agait one
another, a.nd that in an economic conte).'", ths mean men must
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deal with one another as traders who engage in voluntax exchange
free of coercion. Finly, based on the fist two crteria, we presume
the only political system tht promotes . rational ethcs andvoluntar trade is one where the sale function of government is to
identi and protect individual rights.

The United States Constitution, read in conjunction with the
priciples set forth in the Declara.tion of Independence, provide the
framework for a governent that saTIfies the criteria stated above.
Accordingly, the proposed order must ultiately be reconciled
with the Constitution and its anitig principles. To the extent
particular statutes, including the Federal Trade Commssion Act
and related rules, confct with the Constitution, we treat the
constitutional principles as controlling-

Comtents
CVT wi address three questions in these comments: FiIst does

the FTC's complait state adequa.te grounds for prosecutig ths
ca.se and obtaig relief; second, wi the public benefit from the
term of the settement; and thid, did the FTC adequately protect
the constitutional rights of BTMG in ths proceedig. FOI the
rea$Ons set forth below cv anwers al thee of these questions in
the negative.

Comment 1: The complaint fails to state tlnlf rational ba.sis for ent ri1J
the proposed order.

Before the FTC can justi the term of the consent order, it must
fist establish that a reasonable basis exiEited to charge BTMG withviolatJg Ej5 of the FTC Act. Because more thn 90% 'of FTC cases
are setted without mal, CV considers it essential to review the
FTC's exercise of prosecutorial discretion. We conduct thi review
based only on the facts aleged in the complait, BTMG's answer
the settement documents, and any inormation independently
obtaied and verified by cv. We give no deference to the FTC
conclusions of law based on the political views of the

CV conderd addressing a four question - does the FTC have juridiction in mattr- but because 'fTMG never challltged jurisdicton, eHhet in its anwer to thecomp.lt or in the proposed order, we declire to address th issue here. For the record
however cv reiteates its general obj ctOT to the use of federal antitrt laws to govern
the economic relationhip between docto:rs -wth 11 single state or localty, given that state
goverents ex r1lii ely regute such relationships aleady-
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commssioners, anti:ttust theories that lack substatial factual
support, or speculation as to futue events outside the FTC or
BTMG' s control.

a. Market definition.

In any antitnst case, the governent or private plaintif must
fust define the specifc market alegedly hared by the defendant's
conduct. Although the "maketplace" conceptualy incorporates all
trade in all industries, for purposes of assessing a particular case, it
is usefu and necessary to define the particular geogra.phic and
economic sub-m.arkets involved,

The FTC's complcUnt alternatively states the geographic market
in this case as the " Francisco metropolitan aIea" (paragraph 8)
and the "city of San Franisco, California" (paragraph 22). It is
unclear if the FTC considers the San Francisco " metropolitan area
the same geographic region as the city of San Francisco. The Bureau
of the Census states the "San Francisco Metropolitan Statistical
Area (hereafter "SFMSA") is comprised of San Francisco, San
Mateo, and Marin counues. Because BTMG admitted it has
afiated physicians and HMO customers located " outside of San
Francisco , \Me consider the SFMSA the geographic market in thi
case. The SFSMA has an estited population of 1.79 m.illon.

CVT does not have specific inormation regardig the number
of licened physicians with the SFMSA. According to the
.Aerica:n Medical Association, how-ever, there are approximately

000 non-federal physicians in the state of California.- 5 Since
physicians licensed in Calorna may practice anY"here in the
state- there s no legal ditiction between a San Francisco doctor
and a Los Angeles doctor - we presume the m.ket for " physician
services" includes the estiated 91 000 non-federal physician
residing withi the state.

BTMG says 630 of its approx.tely 1 500 physician participate
in the PPO network at issue in ths case. These 630 physician thus
constitute about .06% of all physician with the relevant market,
Th figue obviously does not account for the actual wealth
generated by the BTMG physicians th the SFMSA-

4 Th SFMSA pricipal cities include San Fr dsc:o. OFJand, Freemont Hayward.
Berkley, San Ma,teo, San Leandro, Redwood City, Walut Creek, Pleascmron, South San
Franco, 21d San Rafael.
5 Non-federal phy ,ciW15 excludes physician workig directly for 1h federal gov=man.t.
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presumably they enjoy a greater market share than physicians
outside the region but in the absence of any statistical inormation
from the FTC proposing a narrower constrction of the market
cvr must judge the avaiable figues. And these figures clearly
demonstrate BTMG holds nothig approachig "monopoly power
or even sufficient numbers to unaterally deterrn e maket prices.

b. Legal standard

Section 5 of the . FTC' Act prohibits " (Q)nfai methods of
competitio:n in or affectig commerce . 6 The precise defition of
unair" competition is left largely to the FTC's discretion. In ths

case, the FTC clai tht it was unair for BIMG "to agree
collectively on the prices and other competitively signicant terms
on which rBTMG physician) would enter into contracts -wth
health plan or other thd-party payors ? The FTC concluded ths
conduct w-as unai, and thus baned by , because it 'nad the
purose and effect of raising prices for physician services in San
Francisco, Californa

A federal law is nCJt valid under the U.S. COI1titution ss it
enables a rational citizen to understand 

ex ante what conduct is
ilegal. Thus, the FTC must have precisely and clearly defined
u;oaiI competition" prior to BTMG's a.lleged transgressions of sS.

Although the FTC cites no specifc authority or defition in itscomplait, we assume the COlTlmissi(m acted u.nder its 1993
Statements of Antitrst Enforcement Policy in Health Care (the
Statements" , which reflect the policy views of the FTC and the

Deparent of Justice Antitrst Division. The Statements
generally treat physician joint negotiatig a per se antitrst violation
in the absence- of an unspecified level of "risk-sharing integtation
In other words, unless physician shae fiancial risk by joing
their practices at a clincal level, they are ba:ned from. jointly
contractig with insurers and payers.

Before the government may reguate a business practice, it must
fist establih the constitutional and statutory authority to reguate
at al. He.e the FTC (and DOJ) consiructed a tvo-part justication
for the Statements' policy: First, the Statements pre51le physician

615 U. C S 45 (a) (1).
'J Compla.int, para. 1.
BId.

Avaible t htt://-..f1c:gov I eport/hlths.htr.
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joint contractig with payers is price fixing, a long-established per
violation of the Shen Act; and second, the FTC treats al

Sherman Act violations as "unfair competition" u.nder 

In its anwer to the complaint, BTMG did not contest the
Statements or the FTC's view of physician contractig. Instead
BTMG argued that it had complied with the Statements, and that
its PPO network conducted itself ancilar to a lawful jointventue . Gloria Austi, BTMG's chef executive, said in July 2003
that BTMG 

Ii developed our PPO model within the guidelies of the
FTC and we firmly believe our mode) is good for patients and
physician

" .

The FTC disputed BTMG's claim tht the PPO network had
su.fficient clical integration to justi joint contractg activities.
The complait stated that the ' PPO physicians " do not sharefincial risk in connection with the provision of services to PPO
enrolIees" (paragraph 11). The complaint said that even if BTMG
achieved clical eficiencies in its other managed-care services
there was no "ongoing mechanism to ens11e that those potential
efficiencies aTe replicated in services provided by the PPO
network" (paragraph 12). BTMG denied ths allegation, but said it
lacked adequate inormation to conclude whether its FPO members
shaed fimmcial risk.

The debate over BTMG's financial aId clinical risk-sharing
raises thee questions: What constitutes enough risk-sharing and
clical integration to protect a physician group from antitrust
prosecution? Does a lack of adequate risk-sha:ing support the
conclusion that physician joint contractig is "unair" competition?
And did BTMG make a good-faith effort to comply with the rules
set forth by the FTC?

On the fist question, CV finds there is no conclusive anwer.
Since there is no constitutiona or statutory support for the FTC'
requiement that physician share fiancial risk as a. precondition
.to any lawf joint contractig, the Commsion is the sole arbiter of
"What constitutes I' enough" risk-shaing. But neither the Statements
nor the FTC's fiings in ths case provide an adequate definition.
This is not a new problem. Physician and attorneys that specialize
in healthcare antitrst policy have long been unsure of the FTC'
specic requiements for risk-shaing. Joseph Ardery of the lawfi Frost ,Brown Todd recently wrote, in response to another

10 AnW'er at 6.
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pendig FTC complait aga.st a physician group, said that the
StateIents are "helpfu" , but:

they establish few bright line tests. Many physician
are left wondering: "What is the mial amount of
integTatlon that I have to achieve with that other
practice group, short of biling though a single entity,
in order to work with them in negotiatig the prices
in our payor contracts?"

CV canot anwer this question, And despite developing their
PPO model over several years in consultation with presumbly
competent antitrst attorneys, neither could BTMG. Ths leads us to
iner that the FTC's standards for physician risk-shaing 
inufficiently cleaT as to provide physician with meangfl
guidance on how to avoid antitrst prosecution-

The second. question we asked bears substantial relation to the
first. Since the FTC' s risk-sharing guidelies are at best vague, there
is a strong presumption agait relying on them to support a
charge of "unfair competition" agait BTMG. At a mimum,
fairness requires that al parties subject to a rule can reasonably
understand the rule s meang. Additionally, fainess implies that
all parties to a rule are held to the same standard of conduct. It'
unfair, for example, if a basebal game pitted a team of nie players
againt a team of aD:. But conversely, it is fair for a hockey team to
play without one or t-o players as the consequence of a penalty.

- And in an regulatory context, it is unfair when the governent
subjects simarly-situated businesses to diferent rules of conduct

. but unairness is not an issue when businesses treated equally
before the law .produce different profit levels. Fa. sS does not
require equal outcomes, only equal and non-discriatory access.

In th case, the FTC-DOl Statements intentionally subject
physiciaI to diferent standards than those of the inurers and
payers physicia con1Iact with. On the legilative level, Congress
has encouraged the formtion of managed-care organizations
through a combination of taxpayer subsidies, preferential tax
1Ieatment, a.nd antitTust exemptions. Physicians do not enjoy ths
level of privilege, thus they come to the bargaining table in an
unair" position. The FTC/s policies compound th unairness by

11 Joseph L. Ard.ery, "FTC Ale tion of Physican Price Fixing Ma.y Lead to Useful
Guidance . Availa.ble at
http://ww_frostbrowntodd.com/p.a.ctce a:eas/pdfs/M€dNewfi9-Q3Arder-htm.
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requig an unspecifed level of risk-sharing before physician can
meet payers on a. more-even footig at the bargaing table. Put
another way! individual customers can jointly contract though
large insurers, but physician dont enjoy ,the reciprocal abilty to
jointly contract 1Nth consumers. This is the most basic test of
faiess thete is. Accordingly, we conclude that BTMC;' s aleged
failure to shale risk and clincally integrate, even if true, does not
constitute an adequate basis for mataining a s5 clai.

The thd question we ra.ised- did BTMG make a good faith
efort to comply with FTC policy - does not cfectly address the
question of whether the FTC is correct on the law. Having just
concluded that the Commssion erred above! we need not address
tha.t issue further. The question of good faith, however, goes to the
FTC's exercise of prosecutorial discretion. Assumng that the FTC'
risk-sharg standards were clear! and that BTMG violated them,
the Commssion s decision to issue a 95 complaint was, at best, a

highly questionable allocation of the Commission s resources and
staff. The recor indicates that BTMG made every effort to comply
with the FTC's rules-as BTMG could reasonably understand
them - and that BTMG acted in good faith in its dealings with the 
FTC. BTMG's 2002 anual report discusses its efforts to comply
with the FTC's policy:

Physicians, often o'Verworked and focused on di.cal
issues, are not well prepared or stafed to negotiate
contIacts with payors. Additionaly, individual
physicians often fid it diicult to work with large
payors and our HMO physiciMs have been frustrated
with PPO payors because of lltae it or leave itll
contracts with substandard tenn.
In response to these .concern, Brown & Toland began
to build a new health care model to provide the same
clical and fiancial integration tht we have for the
HMO product to al health care inurance products.
Because PPOs have been gaig signcant market
strengt! our first step was to intiate a PPO model
that "Would lead to fu integration. Ths model "Was
buit with guidance from the law firm of Hanon
Bridgett and we believe that OUI model follows the
guidelines put forth by the Federal Trade
Commsion (FTC).We used the outside consultants
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of the Healthcare Practice Enhancement Network
(HPN), which surveyed physician and medical
groups in Californa to independently Set fai market
parameters for fiancial terms. Since 2002, on behal
of the B:toWT & Toland PPO network, a subset of thefIO physician network, Brown & Toland has been
able to negotiate fai terms. Currently, Brown &
Toland has seven PPO contracts. We have establihed
tht Brown & Toland PPO parcipatig physician
apply many of the HMO tools acquired though
membership ill Brown & Toland to al of their BTMG
patients - both HMO and PPO. This PPO contractig
success brings us one step closer to the goal of full
integration for these products. 

We have been in communcation with the FTC
regardig our model and the a.gency has expressed
concern about om ability to negotiate PPO contracts.
We believe that -we are foIlov.ing the current FTC
gudelie$ a.ppropriately. It is vital, however, that the
FTC clarifes its gudelines for IPAs. We feel strongly
that the complex medical environment requies that
the FTC evolve to more dearly support the
development of appropriate models for IP As such as
Brown & Toland so we can contiue to provide
benefits for consumers, regardless of the product.

The FTC has unrestrcted dicretion when deciding to issue an
admnistrative complaint in 85 cases. Given ths, the FTC must not
:rke the decision to fie a complait capriciously. When an IP 
enters into good-faith discussions with the FTC over a vague and
disputed policy matter, the Commssion, as agents of the American
people, must make every effort to address the IP A's concerns
'Without resortg to a costly, time-consumng admstrative
hearg or settement process. That did not happen here, and based
on the facts as we u.nderstand them, cv concludes the FTC
abused its discretion in filg a complait ag st BTMG.

CDmment 2: The proposed order wil not benefit con5umers.

Even if the complaint provided sufficient grounds to grant 

relief, the FTC has faied to demonsiTate ho'W the remedies in the
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proposed order wil benefit consumers. Because the FTC's actions
are predicated on its acting in the "public interest" , it is necessar
for the Comrssion to establish specifc, tangible consumer benefts
that are likely to result from a proposed order. In assessing such
benefits it is not enough, in ow view; for the FTC to simly assert
somethg wi happen. There must be ample factual, economic, or
legal grounds supporting specifc remedies.

The proposed order imposes numerous restrictions on BTMG'
business practices, most with respect to jomt conn-actig with
insurers and payers. The complait argues BTMG's previous

;;,

ctions resu.lted in its physician receiving compensation at a
higher rate than would have been achieved in a " competitive
market. Thus, the FTC's remedies are designed to lower consumer
prices by restrictig the abilty of physicians to voluntarily contract
with inurers and payers (u.nless they engage in the unpecified
level of risk-sharing discussed above).

At the outset, we must establish what" is meant by "consumers
in the context of ths case. A rational observer might treat the
consumer base as equivalent to the population of the geographic
market, in this place the 1.79 mion people living in the SFMSA.
But the FTC's arguents do not support such a broad defition.
For one thng, the settlement only addresses BTMG's relationship
with individual consumers whose healthcare is paid for by a third
party. Individuals who pay for their own healthcare entiely out-of-
pocket-otherise knovr as the rminsured- wiI derive no benefit
from ths settement. TIs is a signcant portion of the relevant
population. About 13% of SFSMA residents (and about 22% of aU
Cali!omia residents) have no thd-pali: medical coverage. TIs
13% is totaly excluded from the FTC' deftion of consumer.

The bigger problem, however, is not the exclusion "of unu.red
patients from the "public" interest, but the exclusion of insured
patients as well. For intance, consumers inured under :HO
agreements are not taen into consideratioIl because only BTMG'
PPO product is chalenged here- More importantly, all patients are
effectively excluded from the FTC's consideration, because the
settement is designed to lower p1ices only for the thd-party
payers not individual consumers who rely on such payers.

Unle many markets, where a consumer is a consumer, the
heaJthcare market has t"o ditict consumer bases with often-
opposing economic jnterests. The individual consumer base,
patients, seek to maximize their care whie mizing out-of-
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pocket costs. The thd-party COTIUIer base consu.mers,
conversely seek to IIe the care provided to patients while
maxzing profits. Neither of these objectives axe inerently
unethical or irrational; they simply reflect diferent self-interests.

The problem arses when goverrent agencies, like the FTC in
this case, try to reconcile consumer diferences by 

jorcf?, rather than
alowig the free market to operate. Here, the FTC is operating
under the unproven assumption that lowering tld-par costs for
physician services will improve the maketplace in general. This
position refects conventiona governmental thnkg on healthcare:
'Wat' s good for inurers will be good for patients. TIs argument
ignores several proven theories about healthcare economics.

First, the FTC creates a false dichotomy when it contrasts
BTMG' s aleged IIprice fig" with he "benefits of competition
promised in the proposed order. If the proposed oI'der works as
intended, there won t be any more competition .for physician
services than there is now. Insurers w-on t start bidding for
individual physician services; they ll simply present each physician
in the BTMG network with a IItake-it-or-leave-it" contract offer.
Without the abilty to join with other physician, individual doctors
wil have no bargaig power against a large, -well-fianced
insurer. On top of that, if a signcant number of BTMG physician
individualy reject a payer s offer, the FTC could iner, u.nder the
proposed order, tht the physicians are engaged in a " groupboycott , which is considered a 85 violation. Thus, there are only
two likely outcomes resultig from the COnsent order: A physician
will accept a payer s contract offer without complaint, or he 
leave the market altogether. 

Second, any cost savings inurers and payers reale from ths
settement is unikely to benefit individual consumers- the 87% or
so of SFMSA residents with some form of health coverage. There is
nothg in the proposed order that requires the insurer s cost
savings be passed on to the individual patient. Indeed, in every 
case brought agait a physician group by the FTC, the
Commssion ha never presented any evidence or anysis tht
shows patient cost declined as a result of a settement with a
physician group. Nor is there any evidence that suggests the
quality of patient care ha improved following a settement.
Indeed, a pricipal reason many physician engage in joint
contractig is to improve the quality d cost of care for individual
pcitients. Dr. Mitchel1 Solod, a member of B1MG's board of
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directors, offered one example of how it is the. physIcian, not the
inurers, 'Who best protect the interests of individual consumers:

Many PPO contracts with individual physician-; don
even cover the physician s costs of providing basic

. health care, indudig some irnlrn; nizations for
chidren. Ths forces pa.rents to either pay, out-of-
pocket for these necessar shots, or delay
:iunizations until they have more money. Thatl
not good for children and it's not quality health care.
Bro'W & Toland as a clincaly integrated group, can
manage these issues to the benefit of Oll tients. l.2

Insurers are accountable to their shareholder , not theit customers.
The entire thd-pa.rty payer model for healthcare is based
providing the most customers with the lowest passable quality of
service. There is no other market, save govem.ent-ru schools,
where ths economic model exists. The thg embraced by the
FTC's proposed order only exacerbates the problem. The FTC'
anwer to physicians' advocatig a higher quality of care (at
admttedly a higher price) is to drive a wedge between doctor and
patient. If physicians can t jointly contract, they cannot collectively
address deficiencies in customer service. "\e this gives thid-
party payers a free-hand to dictate market conditions, it does
nothg to benefit the general public.

Finally, the FTC's fixation on costs unreasonably singles ou.t
physicians for blame. There are multiple independent factors tht
impact the cost ofhealthcaIe and thrd-party coverage. Advances in
medical technology, includig new p aceuticals and
specialized equipment, often raise the j:ost of healthcaIe in the
short-term as such advances are integrated into the Irket. State
and federal reguation of healthcare also plays a. substantial role in
determig costs. New drugs and medical devices must meet
expensive FDA testig requiements. State laws requie inurers to
cover cerain people and conditions without regard to cost. The
courts impose substantial puntive damage aWaIds on physician
for medical m.practice, which increase the cost of malpractice
inurance for al physicians. None of these factors w-ere analy.z d by
the FTC in ths case, yet al of them contrbute far more to the cost

12 Bro"' 

&. 

Tolad Press Release Guly 9 2003). Available at
htt:! ! wW" browndtoland.com!pr/20D3 0710 ftcpcD1.cf. 
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of . providing thid-party medical coverage than BTMG's joint
contractig activities-

Based on the factors discussed above, CV .concludes the FTC
failed to propetly identi the "public interest" in this case, and
accordingly, the proposed order fails to propose any remedy that
wil benefit the public.

Comment 3: Th prClosed Drder violflfes the constitutiDnal n!Zhts of
BTMG and its rrmber phllsicians.

The Constitution protects the individuals righ of all
Americans, not just those individuals the goveient chooses to
protect. Individual rights depend on reciprocihj. Above, we
discussed hoW" the FTC improperly defed "consumers" in ths
case to narowly benefit a smal group at the general public
expense. But reciprocity goes to how the gove ent treats
consumers versus prDducers in th case BTMG's member
physician. A free maket is based on the governent s protection
of the right to contract. Ths mean al paxties to a contract must
have equal rights before the law. Bu.t in ths case, the FTC
intentionaly assigned BTMG physician a lesser degree of contract
rights based solely on the doctors' economic status. The 
Constitution, in our view, does not permit ths form of classification
under the First and Ninth amendments.

The First Amendment states, in relevant par, tha.t "Congress
shall make no law. . . abridging the freedom of speech. . . or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble . The proposed order
contais numerous content-based restrictions of BTMG's free speech
and free assembly rights. Section lI(B) prohibits BTMG from
" ( e )xchangig or facilitatig in any maner the exchange or ttansfer
of injDrmatiDn (italics added) between member physician abou.t
the price or other substative terms of third-party contract offers. In
other -words, if two BTMG physician have lunch and dicuss an
inurer s latest contract offer, they' would be in violation of , the
proposed order. Thi is a classic prior restrait and the First
Amendment does not permit such restraints under any
circumtances. Furermore, since the proposed order places a
content-based restriction on the ability of BTMG physician to
assemble (as evidenced in the lunch eXalnple), the settement also
violates the First Amen.dment's free assembly clause-
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The proposed order does more than restrct speech. It also
restrai the economic liberty of BTMG physician by expressly
forbidding them from jointly contractig with thd-party payers
without the prior consent of the government. For exmnple, Section
II of the proposed order states that whie BTMG may jointly
contract under a "qualied risk-shiling" or "qualified clical-
integration" agreemerlt, BTMG " shall bear the burden of proof" to
demonstrate that joint contractig is "reasonably necessary . Tils
requirement violates the liberty of BTMG and its physician to
contract with payers on term of their l11utual choosing. The
freedom to contract is a basic economic right essential to man

. well-being, and it is the FTC not BTMG, which must beaI the
burden of proof to demons-cate that a prior restriction-especially
one enacted outside the norma legislative or judicial process - is
necessar to fulfil a constitutiona objective.

The FTC Act derives its constitutiona legiticy from Arcle 
which grants Congress the exclusive power to "regulate Commerce
. . , arong the several States 13 Ths power is often misconstrued
as a license for the federal government to regulate the behavior of
private parties in correrce. But the history, context, and
phiosophy underlying the Commerce Clause suggest a diferent
context. The Framers sought the creation of a nationa economic
:mket among the origial 13 states. This necessitated a national
authority vested with the power to prevent individual states-not
individual producers or consmers- from enacting regulatory
roadblocks, such as protective tarifs, tht would prevent the free
flow- of goods and services 

II among the several States" . The
Comrerce Gause addresses the systems of comrerce, not its
substance. That is left to individuals trading under the -common
law.

The Ninth Amendment fuer confirms the limted nature of
the Co:merce Gause s authority. The amendment states: "The
enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights shal not be
construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people
Whe th Constitution does not enumerate for example, the right
of physicians to jointly contract with irsurers, the Ninth
Amenchent creates a presumption of liberty that protects
individual rights agamst arbitrar government interference. It is the
FTC' s burden to justify its restrictions on BTMG's rights, not

13 u.s. Const:, Ar. 1. S 8, d. 3.
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BTMG' s duty to prove the " reasonableness" of its rights. As cvr
has discussed in great deta.il above, the FTC MS not m.et 
burden. The proposed order finds no refuge in t!e Commerce
Gause, because restrctig the abilty of private p rtes to contract
among themselves does nothg to protect the nationa economic
maketplace from the provincialism of state governents.

The FTC's constitutional error stems from its mistaken view that
there is a distict class of if consum.er rightsfl that exist
independently of the individual rights enjoyed by al American.
Under the consumer rights view,. the governent may restrict or
revoke the economic liberties of producers when there is someshowing-or even just an alegation-that consumers are
negatively aHected. Thus, the FTC justiies the proposed order
restrictions on BTMG by claig they "benefit consumers . But
neither the Commerce Clause nor the Ninth Amendment 

support a
consumerist view of rights. Just as the Constitution creates a single
national economic market, it also creates a single, indivisible
standaId of individual rights. The FTC may not constitutionalIy
clscrimate agait certairJ forms of economic activity to create
special privileges for a narrow class of " consumers

" .

For al these reasons, notwthtading the other independent
objections ' raised herein, the proposed order is facialy
unconstitutional.
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Conclusion

The proposed order fais to meet any of the critera set forth by
CVT because both the order and the underlying complaint lack a

foundation in the principles of son individual rights, and
capitalism. Far from protectig the public interest, this settlement
violates the constitutional rights of BTMG' s physicians :i order to
benefit a TIaIrow subset of the populati,o:n insurance companes
and other thd-party payers. There is simply no factual foundation
for the FTC's broad promise of lower prices, increased competition,
and improved services. AccodinglYI the proposed order should be
withdravv, and the FTC should dismiss the complait with all
deliberate speed.

Respectflly Submitted,

CITIZENS FOR VOLUNARY TRADE

M. Oliva

Presid.ent
Post Office Box 66
Arlington V A 2210
(571) 242-1766


